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Model Number: D33-2.5

Stoddard D33-2.5 Truck Mount Silencer 2.5 inch Male Pipe Ends Discharge Silencer 74004

Manufacturer: Stoddard

Truck Mount Silencer- 2.5" Male Pipe

Application
Blower Discharge Silencer for maximum silencing at blower speeds above transition
speed.

Design
A multi-chamber silencer containing a high frequency absorption device in addition to
a
special arrangement of volumes and air passageways to effectively reduce both
pulsation
and excessive high frequencies through the process of converting noise energy into
heat.
D33 and D33H Silencers may be installed horizontally or vertically. Design
parameters permit
nozzle orientation to suit installation requirements.

Construction
All welded steel sheet and plate construction for long service life. Acoustic absorption
material temperature limits far exceed application temperatures. Exterior surfaces are
prime coated. Flanges are drilled to match 125 lb. American Standard Flanges.
Inspection
openings, mounting brackets, relief valve nozzles or special paint are available at
extra
charge.

Please note that the color is not guaranteed. 

Stoddard Silencers, Inc. has been manufacturing industrial 					grade silencers and
intake air filters and filter silencers 					since 1975; however, our lineage goes further
back. 
 Edgar S. Stoddard - founder and President of Stoddard Silencers 					- began his
work in the industrial silencer field with Burgess 					Manning. He was co-founder of
Universal Silencers and served 					as Vice President of Engineering and President
until beginning 					Stoddard Silencers in 1975. Recognizing the importance of
					continuity, Mr. Stoddard has passed along the accumulated 					knowledge of
silencer design and application to the staff 					which he has assembled at Stoddard
Silencers, Inc. 

The 					combined experience of the sales and engineering staff of 					Stoddard
Silencers exceeds 90 years. This fact achieves a 					high degree of importance when
viewed from Stoddard Silencers' 					unique marketing viewpoint. Rather than
separate engineering 					and sales, Stoddard has combined the two disciplines into
					a synergistic operation. Functioning with both aspects of 					the customer's needs
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in mind, Stoddard's sales engineers are 					able to solve the toughest silencing or
filtering problem 					through their understanding of the function and design of 					the
products

 

Through constant research and development, Stoddard Silencers 					has been at the
forefront of silencer and filter development. 					Its products and services are
unsurpassed in the industrial 					market and Stoddard Silencers has gained a
reputation for 					meeting and surpassing competitors in "head to head"
					comparisons. 
 				  Stoddard Silencers welcomes the opportunity to become your 					prime source of
silencers and air filter systems. Our current 					customer base includes numerous
companies such as yours and 					we would be pleased to add you to our list of
satisfied customers. 					If you have any questions please feel free to call, fax or
					E-mail us at the numbers shown. 
 
Factory Brochure

Factory installed on package below

    
        
             
             .Steambrite 22 Hp TruckMount Predator Engine Tuthill 3006 (36) Blower
Stainless Carpet Cleaning Machine Only w/ Freshwater Tank TM2236 
        
    

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 29 May, 2014
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